Abstract-In this note, the notion of integrability is defined for 1-forms defined in the time-delay context. While in the delay-free case, a set of 1-forms defines a vector space, it is shown that 1-forms computed for time-delay systems have to be viewed as elements of a module over a certain non-commutative polynomial ring. Two notions of integrability are defined, strong and weak integrability, which coincide in the delay-free case. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given to check if a set of 1-forms is strongly or weakly integrable. To show the importance of the topic, integrability of 1-forms is used to characterize the accessibility property for nonlinear time-delay systems. The possibility of transforming a system into a certain normal form is also considered.
Integrability for Nonlinear Time-Delay Systems
the obtained results and the dual results of [6] is also discussed. Then, two problems are considered, where the integrability of 1-forms plays a key role. Accessibility of nonlinear time-delay systems is characterized through the integrability of a certain submodule and conditions are found under which a given system can be transformed into a certain normal form. Preliminary results and examples can be found in [15] .
The note is organized in the following manner. In Section II, basic mathematical notions are given, which will be used in the note. In Section III, the main results are presented. The integrability of 1-forms is defined and the condition is given, together with two algorithms, to check integrability. In Section IV, the connection between the results of Section III and [6] is argued. Applications of integrability of 1-forms are considered in Section V. The note ends with some conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Non-commutative algebra is used to define the integrability of 1-forms and to find the necessary and sufficient conditions to get integrability (which is done in Section III). More precisely, the proposed method refers to modules over non-commutative rings (see [7] , [13] ). In this section, the mathematics and definitions beyond this method are introduced.
Let K denote the field of meromorphic functions that depend on a finite number of variables from the set {x(t − i); i ∈ N}, dim(x(t)) = n. Also, denote by E the vector space spanned by the differentials {dx(t − i); i ∈ N} over the field K. The elements of E are called 1-forms.
Consider the time shift acting over functions δ : K → K defined as δf(x(t − i); i ∈ N) := f (x(t − i − 1); i ∈ N). On the 1-form ω = n i=1 k j=0 a i dx i (t − j), one gets that the time shift δω of ω is given by
. Furthermore, ω is said to be exact if there exists ϕ ∈ K such that ω = dϕ. The use of exterior differentiation and of the wedge product allows to state in a concise manner both Poincaré Lemma and Frobenius Theorem [16] :
• the 1-form ω is locally exact if and only if dω = 0; • the codistribution span K {ω 1 , . . . , ω q } is integrable if and only if the q + 2-forms dω i ∧ ω 1 ∧ · · · ∧ ω q are zero for i = 1, . . . , q, where ∧ denotes the wedge product of differential forms [16] .
The following notation is also used:
Next, the non-commutative ring of polynomials K(ϑ] is constructed. The elements of this ring are polynomials in the form a 0 + a 1 ϑ + · · · + a s ϑ s for some finite s ∈ N and a i ∈ K, i = 0, . . . , s. Addition is defined on this ring as usual, but the rule for multiplication is ϑψ = δ(ψ)ϑ for some ψ ∈ K. Similarly, ϑ(ω) = δω, and when no confusion 0018-9286 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
arises, ϑ(ω) will be denoted ϑω. 
is unimodular, since the matrix
Note that while any unimodular matrix has full rank, the converse is not true. For example, there is no polynomial inverse for (1 + ϑ).
Let us now note that the set of 1-forms E has the structure of a vector space over the field K. However, it has also the structure of a module, denoted M, over the ring K(ϑ], i.e.,
Example 2: The 1-forms dx 1 (t) and dx 1 (t − 1) are independent over the field K, but dependent over the ring 
By definition, the left closure of the leftsubmodule A is the largest left-submodule, containing A, with the same rank as A.
The right closure of the right-submodule Δ is the largest rightsubmodule, containing Δ, with the same rank as Δ.
Consider a left-submodule A of M and let the 1-forms ω be the basis of A. These 1-forms can be written as ω = P (ϑ)dx(t) for some matrix P (ϑ) ∈ K (ϑ] k×n . Definition 4: The right-kernel (right-annihilator) of the leftsubmodule A is the right-submodule Δ containing all vectors q(ϑ) ∈ M such that P (ϑ)q(ϑ) = 0.
From Definition 4, the right-kernel is necessarily closed. Consider a right-submodule
Again, from Definition 5, the left-kernel is necessarily closed. Finally, it is straightforward to prove the following.
Lemma 1 
III. RESULTS ON INTEGRABILITY OF 1-FORMS
In the present section, a set of 1-forms {ω 1 , . . . , ω k } independent over K(ϑ] is considered (that is, there is no nonzero linear combination over the ring K(ϑ] which vanishes). As it will be shown hereafter, the fact of considering 1-forms as elements of M naturally leads to two different notions of integrability. If 1-forms are considered as elements of vector space E, there is only one single notion of integrability.
In fact, as it happens in the delay-free case, if the set of 1-forms {ω 1 . . . , ω k } are considered over K, then they are said to be integrable if there exists an invertible matrix A ∈ K k×k and functions ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ k )
T , such that ω = Adϕ. The full rank of A guarantees the invertibility of A, since K is a field. Instead, if the 1-forms {ω 1 . . . , ω k } are viewed as elements of the module M, then the matrix A ∈ K (ϑ] k×k instead of K k×k . Since A(ϑ) may be of full rank but not unimodular, it is necessary to distinguish two cases. Accordingly, one has the following two definitions of integrability.
Definition 6:
, is said to be strongly integrable if there exist k independent functions {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ k }, such that
T are strongly (respectively weakly) integrable, then the left-submodule span K(ϑ] {ω 1 , . . . , ω k } is said to be strongly (respectively weakly) integrable.
Clearly, strong integrability yields weak integrability. Also, the 1-forms ω are weakly integrable if and only if there exists a matrix
k×k with full rank and functions
If in addition the matrix A(ϑ) can be chosen to be unimodular, then the 1-forms ω are also strongly integrable.
2 ). Instead, the 1-form ω 2 = dx 1 (t)+x 2 (t)dx 1 (t−1) = (1 + x 2 (t)ϑ)dx 1 (t) is weakly integrable, but not strongly integrable, because the polynomial 1 + x 2 (t)ϑ is not invertible.
Remark 1: Note that integrability of a closed left-submodule span K(ϑ] {ω 1 , . . . , ω k } always implies strong integrability. As a consequence, the two notions of strong and weak integrability coincide in case of delay-free 1-forms.
Integrability of a set of k 1-forms {ω 1 , . . . , ω k } is tested thanks to the so-called.
Derived Flag Algorithm (DFA):
Starting from a given I 0 the algorithm computes
The sequence (1) converges as it defines a strictly decreasing sequence of vector spaces I i and by the standard Frobenius Theorem, the limit I ∞ has an exact basis, which represents the largest integrable codistribution contained in I 0 . In order to define I 0 one has to note that when considering a set of k 1-forms {ω 1 , . . . , ω k }, some shifts of ω i are required for integration. It follows that the inizialization
allows to compute the smallest number of time shifts required for the given 1-forms for the maximal integration of the submodule. More precisely, the sequence I p i defined by (1) 
which allows to compute for each p ≥ 0, the exact differentials contained in the given submodule and which depend on (2) is completed for p = 0 as no time-shift of dx(t − 2) is required for its integration. On the other hand, initialization (4) yields a 0 limit for p = 0 and p = 1 as the exact differential involves larger delays than x(t) and x(t − 1). The final result is obtained for p = 2.
Assume that the maximum delay that appears in {ω 1 , . . . , ω k } (either in the coefficients or differentials) is s. The necessary and sufficient condition for strong integrability of 1-forms {ω 1 , . . . , ω k } is given by the following theorem in terms of the limit I T . Note that A(ϑ) and ϕ are not unique. We show that the degree of A(ϑ) is less or equal to s. By contradiction, assume that the degree of A(ϑ) is larger than s, for example s + 1. Then for some i
where a 
where at least one coefficient a T such that ω =Ā(ϑ)dφ, which leads to a contradiction. Thus the degree of A(ϑ) must be less than or equal to s and the degree of A −1 (ϑ) is less or equal to s(k − 1), i.e., p ≤ s(k − 1). The general case requires a more technical proof.
Sufficiency:
for any p ≥ 0, one can check the condition (5) step-by-step, increasing the value of p every step. When for some p = p the condition (5) is satisfied, then it is satisfied for all p >p.
Given T such that dϕ = A(ϑ)ω, whereω is the basis of the closure of the left-submodule, generated by {ω 1 
for any φ ∈ K and b j (ϑ) ∈ K(ϑ]. It remains to show that one can choose ϕ such thatω i ∈ span K(ϑ] {dϕ}. By contradiction, assume that one can not choose ϕ such that
then, since on the left-hand side of (10) everything is delayed at least j times, everything that is delayed less than j times on the right-hand side should cancel out. Therefore, one is able to find functions Sufficiency: Sufficiency is satisfied directly by the definitions of strong and weak integrability.
Example 5: Consider the following 1-forms:
One gets for s(k − 1) = 2
When one eliminates the basis elements, which are dependent over K (ϑ] , one gets that the rank of span
To check the condition (5), one has to check whether there exists a matrix A(ϑ) such that ω = A(ϑ)dϕ, where
. In fact, ω = A(ϑ)dϕ, where the unimodular matrix A(ϑ) is defined in Example 1. Thus, the 1-forms (11) are strongly integrable.
Example 6: Consider the following 1-forms:
For s(k − 1) = 2:
∞ . Thus, 1-forms (11) are not strongly integrable, and
Now, one can check if 1-forms (11) are weakly integrable. For that, one has to compute the left closure of A and check if it is strongly integrable. In practice, the left closure of a left-submodule A can be computed as the left-kernel of its right-kernel Δ. Thus, the right-kernel
Therefore, the 1-forms (11) are weakly integrable.
IV. INTEGRABILITY OF RIGHT-SUBMODULES
Since the left annihilator of a right submodule is by construction closed, the integrability of a right submodule refers only to weak integrability. Consider the right-submodule
where q i (ϑ) are the n × 1 column vectors.
Definition 7:
The right-submodule Δ is said to be integrable if the left-kernel of Δ admits an exact basis.
Define a matrix Q(ϑ) = (q 1 (ϑ), . . . , q l (ϑ)) and let Q(ϑ) = Q 0 + Q 1 ϑ + · · · + Q s ϑ s for some s ≥ 0 and matrices Q j ∈ K n×k , j = 0, . . . , s. Assume, that the ranks of matrices Q(ϑ) and Q 0 are k.
Consider the distributions
Theorem 2: [6] The right-submodule Δ is integrable if and only if there exists an integer γ such that, locally around some point
The integrability of right-submodules and 1-forms are connected by the following corollary, which follows from Corollary 2 and Lemma 1.
Corollary 1: Weak integrability of 1-forms is equivalent to the integrability of its right-kernel.
To show more explicitly how the integrability of right-submodules and weak integrability of 1-forms are related, consider the Algorithm (1) inizialized with (4) . The left-kernel of Δ i , defined above, is equal to I i ∞ , where I i ∞ is computed with respect to the closure of a given submodule.
The next example shows, that in some cases, one can not use the results of Section IV to check the integrability of 1-forms. In that case, one has to use the results of Section III.
Example 7: Consider the 1-forms ω 1 = x 1 (t − 1)dx 1 (t) + x 1 (t)dx 1 (t − 1) − x 3 (t)dx 2 (t − 1) + dx 3 (t − 1) ω 2 = dx 2 (t) + x 3 (t)dx 2 (t − 1).
The 1-forms ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 ) T can be written as ω = x 1 (t − 1) + x 1 (t)ϑ −x 3 (t)ϑ ϑ 0 1 + x 3 (t)ϑ 0 dx(t).
The right-kernel of the left-submodule span K(ϑ] {ω 1 , ω 2 } is not causal (i.e., one needs forward-shifts of variables x(t) to represent it), thus one can not use Theorem 2 to check the weak integrability of 1-forms (12) . But, one can check by using Corollary 2 and Theorem 1, that span K(ϑ] {ω 1 , ω 2 }⊂span K(ϑ] {d(x 1 (t)x 1 (t−1)+x 3 (t− 1)), dx 2 (t)} and thus, 1-forms (12) are weakly integrable.
V. APPLICATIONS OF INTEGRABILITY
In this section, two problems are considered, where integrability of 1-forms is used. First, it is shown that accessibility of nonlinear time-delay systems can be characterized through integrability of a certain left-submodule. Secondly, necessary and sufficient conditions are given to transform a nonlinear time-delay system into the form (17) below.
Consider the nonlinear time-delay systeṁ
where x(t) ∈ R n and u(t) ∈ R m . Also, assume that the function f is meromorphic. To simplify the presentation, the following notation is used: x(·) := (x(t), x(t − 1), . . .) . The notation ϕ(x(·)) means that function ϕ can depend on x(t), . . . , x(t − i) for some finite i ≥ 0. The same notation is used for other variables.
